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This creative research seeks to develop a foundation of core design principles for an original theatrical 
musical set in a fictional video game, Other World. The resulting design will facilitate a visually 
consistent source material for the conceptual design of the game, and its adaptation to theatre.

Other World is an original, Broadway-bound musical which is set within a Massively 
Multiplayer Online (MMO) video game. Weta Workshop was tasked with
concepting the look of Other World, and I was the Art Director for the design 
process. Original Broadway productions are usually less successful than adaptations
(Davenport, 2014), as they often lack an established aesthetic or any stylistic 
constraints for the production. In comparison, theatrical adaptations from film or even 
print media have the ‘blueprint’ of source material to provide a design foundation. In 
addition to having no pre-existing content, this project sets up a complex challenge in the 
need to both visually reconcile the contrasting media of digital games and theatre, as well as 
to safeguard the aesthetic as it is adapted to a musical production.

In my role as Art Director for Other World, I intend to explore the process of creating 
a rule-based visual style guide for this original MMO world and to use this as the basis
for the creation of a key character and environment within the game. I will then 
explore the design process for the retention of visual integrity for this character and 
environment as it is translated from its original digital video game context to
that of physical theatre.
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 “What is it that seemingly makes the video 
game and the musical incompatible?...” (Oborn, 2017)



4.1 
INTRODUCiNG
Other WOrld:

A GAME wRAPPED
iN A THEATRiCAL
PACkAGE

4.2 
THE ULTiMATE 
OPPORTUNiTy FOR A 
wORLD-bUiLDER...

4.0

This unique project - an original Broadway-bound 
musical production called Other World - is, simplistically 
summarised,  about two people transported into a fictional 
video game. In development since 2014, it began as an 
ode to the gaming community and a desire to see the 
diversity and interests of that community represented 
in the traditional world of musical theatre. Tony and 
Drama Desk-nominated writer Hunter Bell teamed 
up with Broadway Composer/Lyricist Jeff Bowen and 
Ann McNamee, Professor Emerita of Music Theory at 
Swarthmore College, to develop an original show about 
an MMO game with a strong fan following that is to be 
ended by its creators. For Jeff, this evokes the moment 
when his beloved game, City of Heroes (2004) was likewise 
prematurely terminated (Morris, 2013).

Combining the social and relational issues of the gaming 
community with a fantastical Tron-like adventure, the 
narrative follows the journey of both an ardent gamer and 
passionate non-gamer and their battle to survive the game 
they are unwillingly drawn into. 
Boundaries between interactive gaming and immersive 
theatre are beginning to blur, and the use and acceptance 
of new technologies on stage is transforming the 
medium(Gardner, 2010). The writing team felt that these 

factors, along with the strength of complimentary societal 
and cultural currents, have enabled an encouraging creative 
climate for Other World, a show unlike any on Broadway 
before it...

The visual design for the original theatrical musical, Other 
World was never going to be a simple brief. Perhaps if 
it was a musical based on an established video game, or 
an established musical with a new video game setting, it 
might have been reasonably straightforward. However, 
the combination of an original theatrical narrative and 
composition, with an original setting, is an exercise with 
potential that is hugely expansive. Hunter Bell, Jeff Bowen 
and Ann McNamee knew early in their project that it 
would require elaborate and polished visuals to bring a 
believable video game world to life. 

An original licence, massive in creative scope, Other World 
is a production unlike others vying for Broadway glory. 
While various aspects of the game featured in the show 

Fig. 4. Ann McNamee, 2019

Fig. 5. Hunter Bell

Fig. 6. Jeff Bowen

Fig. 7. Hunter Bell and Jeff Bowen perform in [title of show] on Broadway, 
2008



The creative team behind Other World turned to Weta 
Workshop to consult on the visual development of the 
show, intrigued by the potential combination of cinematic 
design methods and practical theatrical magic. They hoped 
that Weta could help to provide the creative ‘blueprint’ 
for the Intellectual Property (IP) based upon the world-
building techniques that have been honed for over 25 years 
in the film industry with clients such as James Cameron, 
Peter Jackson and Steven Spielberg. 

As an Art Director at Weta Workshop, I have been 
involved in the world-building and visual development 
of numerous film, television and genre IP projects. I have 
worked as a Concept Artist in the entertainment industry 
since 2003, and I have always had a particular passion 
for the establishment of new properties from a design 
perspective; creating unique cultures, grounded eco-
systems and distinct stylisation for imaginary worlds.

While I have contributed development work for a number 
of video games, the project Other World represents the 
first time I have designed for live theatre. My role of Art 
Director is uncommon in a theatrical production, but the 
clients were open to an innovative approach to their equally 
innovative musical. In the final phases of this research, I 
departed from client input into the creative direction, in 
order to forge an independent design conclusion. 
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4.3 
ENTER THE CREATORS 
OF IMAGiNARy 
wORLDS

are familiar to fans of the MMO genre, Other World is 
not based on any game in existence yet the narrative has a 
significant reliance on its distinctive and beautiful visuals. 
While the story of the show gives us the basic mechanics 
of the game, there is no precedent for what it looks like. 
This production needs and deserves a visual source 
material on which to build a distinctive aesthetic direction, 
and while this source would be a fictional video game, 
it must still exist in service to the requirements of the 
theatrical production.

In other words, the design of Other World needed a source 
aesthetic from which to become a theatrical reinvention of 
itself. Therefore it made sense to first design the look of an 
original video game world, and then to adapt it for the 
stage.

While the reasoning and method for this approach 
will be unpacked in this document, it should first be 
understood that this is not a game design brief, nor is 
it purely a theatrical design brief. This project is about 
the development of a source aesthetic; a visual style 
and language that informs the look of both a video 
game and, once adapted through a theatrical process, a 
musical production. The style of the world is presented in 
the form of a style guide, and the adaptation will involve 
the transformation of one Non-playable Character (NPC) 
creature and its environment into a theatrical incarnation.

Fig. 8. 

Fig. 9. Fig. 10.
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An original show with no visual source material to draw 
upon is automatically disadvantaged in the world of 
musical theatre (Midgley, 2016). Even a show that desires 
to significantly re-interpret its visual precedent is at least 
able to determine what it doesn’t want to be at an early 
stage in development. Starting with nothing is difficult 
without a strong and unified vision for the look of the 
show, as there are too many potential avenues to explore 
and creative outlooks to satisfy. The traditional hierarchy in 
American musical theatre does not usually accommodate 
a production designer, or any creative solely responsible 
for defining and championing the visuals of the overall 
production. This responsibility is divided among heads 
of the various departments, overseen by the Director 
who has to be equally invested in the non-visual aspects 
of the production. This system relies on communication 
and a shared understanding between departments, two 
things that can be highly effective but are by no means 
guaranteed. So while creating the IP itself is a significant 
challenge, preserving the intent of that source material and 
championing it within the complex and myriad restraints 
of the theatrical medium is another matter.

An IP that is created to straddle the divide of two 
contrasting forms of artistic expression is potentially 
understood better as transmedia. More specifically in 
this case, the IP is first a game, and then a theatrical show. 
Other World  is an online multiplayer game situated in 
a purely digital landscape, which defines a key difficulty 
in this project; the m  anifestation of a digital landscape 
on a physical stage. When considering the existence of a 
digital world in a stage environment, it seems impossible 
not to be drawn to the conclusion that digital media, or 
even virtual reality technology should be employed in its 

“Games are growing, breaching into other spaces to define their own 
territory. Theatre is doing the same, snatching at its neighbours, testing its 
barriers. They make spaces of their own but the overlap is quietly growing.” 
(McMullan, 2014)

execution. It is clear that using technology just because you 
can (Love, 2015) can result in an ‘often clunky marriage of 
live and filmed elements’ (Love, 2015), and undermine the 
show’s ability to engage its audience with an empathetic 
or imaginative response. The challenge here is whether 
there is the potential for technological advances to be 
made on stage without damaging the integrity of the live 
performance - in other words, aligning the digital and 
physical in support of the overall vision within the creative 
blueprint.
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5.1 
AN IP THAT NEEDS
A CHAMPION

5.2 
ALIGNING TwO VERy DIFFERENT MEDIA

5.0

Fig. 12. Hylox Concept by Ben Wootten, 2019. 



5.3 
A SOLUTION THROUGH 
HOLISTIC VISUAL 
DEVELOPMENT

The first aim of this research is to provide a framework for 
creating a distinctive and original look for an imaginary 
MMO game, in effect to design a visual style for the 
original IP for Other World. While this visual style would 
be in service to the production itself, it needs a unique 
language that speaks to a broader design foundation or 
core design values. This can enable it to transcend a single 
medium and can create the luxury of an easier transition 
to a stage environment.  This phase of research and design 
will pose the question – how can a visually consistent 
and original game aesthetic be created from scratch? The 
creation of a set of stylistic pillars (world rules) and a style 
guide for Other World will serve to articulate this design 
journey and attempt to answer this question. 

Secondly, this research will investigate the application 
of the style guide to a key character and environment 
from the game. Resolving this design will involve building 
a proof-of-concept for the game to serve as the source 
material that will be adapted for a theatrical production. 
For the adaptation, understanding how the design needs 
to evolve to meet the needs of the theatrical medium will 
be critical. What are the design challenges, both practical 
and abstract, unique to the stage environment? This will 
be illustrated in the final product of this design journey - 
the presentation of the completed digital game character/
environment alongside its theatrical counterpart. 

ONE

TwO

    14
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CONTExT, REFERENCES AND THEORy 

LiTERATURE

Fig. 13. 



CONTExT, REFERENCES AND THEORy 

to mention that 30% of the original shows were open for 
less than a month.

In 2016 Cirque du Soleil attempted an ambitious original 
musical, adding a narrative and songs to their normal skill-
base of high-wire acrobatics and trapeze performances. 
A lack of design foundation in the ‘desperately mediocre’ 
(Cote, 2016), Paramour was very obvious.  Described as 
an ‘artistic muddle,’ the entire production was ‘consistently 
baffling’ (Soloski, 2016) and despite numerous changes 
and additions to the script during the run, it ultimately 
closed much earlier than expected. While there is no 
specific metric for judging the impact a show’s design might 
have on its tenure in a Broadway theatre, we do know that 
reviewers and critics ‘are not only predictors [of success] 
but influencers as well’ (Reddy, Swaminathan, & Motley, 
1998). What a reviewer thinks of the overall visual impact 
is certainly relevant to a production’s longevity.

For the most part, the media of video games and live 
theatre have remained separate, removed from one another 
by the distinct barrier between the physical and non-
physical. Emergent, user-friendly technologies such as 
VR and AR erode this barrier due to the way they blend 
digital imagery and physical movement, but their use in the 
theatre is still limited to supplementary experiences. While 
immersive and developmental theatre productions have 
often been inspired by video game narratives,  few examples 
exist of digital landscapes on a Broadway stage, and 
those that attempt it have historically taken a very literal 
approach. In 2015 a stage musical adaptation of the video

The Art of an OTHER WORLD      17

A film is more likely to be produced and find success 
if it features a pre-existing IP, due to it being a known 
quantity with its own fanbase (Follows, 2018). Likewise 
a new musical making its Broadway debut in one of 
41 professional theatres in the district is typically an 
adaptation from a beloved source material (Davenport, 
2019). There is a marketing advantage for an adaptation, 
but from a design perspective a show with strong or well-
known source material has the added benefit of a ground-
level foundation for the visual design. It can be argued that 
all shows have an element of the adaptive. They all have an 
existing script, known as a ‘book’ in a theatrical context 
which is established before design begins. Beginning that 
design journey from a more advanced understanding 
is useful when considering the often limited visual 
exploration phase in an industry that is known for being 
a ‘permanent floating crap game’ (Peyser, 1994). A fully 
original show, with an IP that has no previous history in 
any medium is a rarity on a Broadway stage. The journey 
to a Broadway theatre is a highly competitive, expensive, 
slow and arduous affair. It is perhaps unsurprising that very 
few producers are willing to take the risk with untested and 
experimental material (Davenport, 2016). In the 30 years 
prior to 2008, only 18% of shows were original, and the 
average length of tenure in a Broadway theatre for these 
shows was only half that of adaptations. Davenport goes on 

6.10 
DiGGiNG iNTO
THE CONTExT

6.11
bROADwAy bOUND

6.0

6.12 
DiGiTAL wORLDS iN A PHySiCAL SPACE

“Theatre shouldn’t necessarily try to be a video game, and games shouldn’t 
try to be theatre, but... there are things to learn, techniques to borrow.” 
(McMullan, 2014)

game series Resident Evil, Biohazard: The Stage, and its 
occasional over-reliance on its digital origins caused the 
production to ‘stray too far from the confines of a stage 
play’ (Smith, 2015), at times. 
Eurogamer contributor George Osborn (2017) suggests 
that, ‘The video game musical, or the video game based 
on the musical, is a thing that - for the most part - doesn’t 
seem to exist’.  One of the reasons for this, he explains, 
is “that few game developers actually know how to use 
mechanics to create an experience worthy of...theatre” 
(Osborn, 2017). In 2019’s Broadway run of  Be More Chill 
(2019) an attempt was made to create a digital entity on 

Fig. 14. Paramour on Broadway, photograph by Joan Marcus, 2016



6.13 
wHEN TECHNOLOGy MEETS TRADiTiON

One of the reasons that there is a lack of mainstream 
Broadway musicals that cross this media divide might be 
a technological differential. Broadway as an industry has 
always been notoriously reticent to embrace technological 
change, preferring a kind of ‘aesthetic conservatism...rooted 
in...tradition’ (Billington, 2010). Reviewer Mark Lawson 
even went so far as to say that the use of new media on stage 
was ‘killing an art form’ (Lawson, 2003). Greg Giesekam 
(2007) explained that there is a ‘long-running tension’ 
between spectacle and the idealised stripped-back approach 
to theatre, and while many feel that technology is only 
useful to the former, Lyn Gardner argues that media and 
digital technologies  offer ‘theatre-makers and audiences 
unprecedented new challenges and opportunities’ 
(Gardner, 2010). 

After trailing behind live concerts and arena shows, 
projected content is used frequently in Broadway musicals 
now, though for years it was viewed with mistrust (Mogol, 
2017). Used poorly, it is considered distracting and out-of-
place. Often the content needs to be pre-recorded, which 
is sometimes seen to detract from the ‘liveness’ and subtle 
unpredictability that is a theatrical experience. Recently 

both Frozen (2018) and Anastasia (2017) opened on 
Broadway with technology-heavy productions in their 
dependence on projected content, but this ‘leaves nothing 
to the imagination’ (Lee, 2019) and stimulating the 
imagination is the hallmark of theatrical expression. 

This doesn’t mean that theatre has nothing to gain in the 
use of digital technology, particularly when it ‘enhances 
what’s already there’ (Mathews, 2017). The highly 
successful Dear Evan Hansen (2016) created the illusory 
effect of the digital ‘cloud,’ visualising the use of social 
media in a modern context with simple scrolling text that 
certainly does enhance both the narrative and the simple 
set. Projection Designer Finn Ross, who helped to create 
the magical visuals for Harry Potter and the Cursed Child 
(2016), explains that ‘putting technology on display,’ isn’t 
the goal; projected content should exist in service to the 
‘total experience’( Ross, 2019 as cited by Lee). In other 
words, the technology itself is not the enemy of theatre. 
Used with consideration to the needs of the medium, it can 
add depth, credibility and immersion to an already strong 
theatrical piece. 

“So rather than being scared of technology and seeing it as a threat to real-
world social interaction, which research increasingly suggests it is not, why 
don’t we embrace these new technologies, and use them to develop new 
forms of theatre?” (Gardner, 2010)

stage, a computer in human form who was ‘’costumed like 
Keanu Reeves in his Matrix best’ (Travers & Travers, 2019). 
In 2005, a small-scale video game off-Broadway musical 
called Claudio Quest opened, and had a West Coast run in 
2017. The show is a parody of Mario Brothers and similar 
stylised 8-bit games, in the vein of the 2012 film Wreck 
it Ralph. It transformed ‘its three-dimensional audience 
into the two-dimensional video game world’ (Moe, 2017), 
combining puppets with human performers against a heavy 
technological backdrop. However Broadway is in general a 
relative video game virgin, and rarely glimpses depictions of 
these vivid and imaginative worlds on its boards.

Fig. 15.  A performance of Be More Chill, photograph by Sara Krulwich.

Fig. 16.  A performance of Claudio Quest, photograph by Jeremy Daniel. 



There are a cluster of creative roles employed in the 
production of a Broadway-bound musical, however when 
compared to modern film-making, the design and visual 
creative responsibilities are weighted differently. In a 
cinematic context, a production designer is responsible 
for the overall look of a film, and typically artistic heads 
of departments will report to the production designer 
directly. In American Musical theatre, each discipline is 
more distinct, with an autonomous head of department 
(HOD) responsible for their creative territory. The 
director has ultimate say over each department, and is in 
charge of correlating and unifying the artistic vision across 
departments.

If a theatrical director possesses a strong understanding 
of the design and how to best represent the material 
visually, this can be effective. A good example is found in 
the critical involvement of Director Julie Taymor in the 
Broadway adaptation of The Lion King (1997). A theatrical 
visionary, Taymor had an unusal degree of creative 
oversight, including making masks and costumes herself. 
She collaborated well with other departments, and made 

‘95%’ of visual artistic choices (Stephens, 2015) achieving 
a vital consistency in the ‘minimalist look’ (Greaux,1998). 
The best-selling musical of all time, ‘her ‘deeply human’ 
vision for The Lion King has seen it become a worldwide 
hit, crossing cultural boundaries’ (Stephens, 2015).
Where there is poor communication between departments, 
or a director who relies too much on the autonomous 
operation of these departments, an incoherent style 
can emerge. In his New York Times review for The Little 
Mermaid, (2007) Ben Brantley called the set ‘distracted,” 
the costumes, ‘inconvenient,’  as well as summing the whole 
production up as an ‘unfocused spectacle’ - that the creators 
had, rather than add a dimension to the 2d cartoon, 
stripped its depth away instead (Brantley, 2008). Despite 
The Little Mermaid having a strong source material, this 
lack of design cohesion was highlighted as a significant 
failing of the piece. The research suggests that it is ideal 
to have a design foundation, however this advantage is 
unlikely to matter if the vision for how it should be adapted 
is inconsistent and the responsible designers are unable to 
tap into a consistent source material.

6.14 
ViSUAL CONSiSTENCy iN A CREATiVE CLOUD

Fig 17. Dear Evan Hansen on Broadway photograph courtesy of M. 
Murphy, D. Korins.

Fig. 19. The Lion King on Broadway, photograph by  Joan Marcus, 2016
Fig 18. Dear Evan Hansen on Broadway photograph courtesy of M. 
Murphy, D. Korins. The Art of an OTHER WORLD      19



How production designers and directors have created the 
look for their stylised game or animated film depends on a 
large variety of factors, and is typically driven by the needs 
of the narrative. When the game narrative is not a central 
driver for the design, other underlying theories can help to 
define the visual direction.

Foundational pillars are established in the game design 
process for their importance in creating ‘coherence,’ as well 
as in ‘making informed design decisions’ (Pears, 2017). 
They are established to define the core visual interest, 
uniqueness and values for the work, and are the starting 
point for the design journey of this project. Creating a fresh 
visual language using pillars - or world rules - was inspired 
by the foundation of video games themselves; computer 
programming. A programming language is driven by a 
source code, the central law governing how a computer 
behaves, and in much the same way, I wanted the rules of 
aesthetics to become the underlying directive for how the 
world manifested.

In Coding Guidelines: Finding the Art in the Science (2011), 
which discusses the coding language Python; ‘the invention 
of an entire programming language built around a concrete 
set of ideals...where the focus lies on beauty, simplicity, 
readability, and reliability’ (Green & Ledgard, 2011, p. 
57-63). This set of principles, known as The Zen of Python, 

features design rules such as ‘simple is better than complex’ 
(Peters, 1999), yet ‘complex is better than complicated.’ The 
open-source nature of Python requires specific guidelines 
to unify its usage among a vast array of coders with 
different problems to solve, and adherence to these rules 
creates cohesion and consistency in the language. The same 
principle is true in game design, where establishing pillars 
allow for an easier development process because they help 
‘teammates understand the overall picture,’ of the game 
(Pears, 2017).

6.20 
LAyiNG THE 
STyLiSTiC 
FOUNDATiON

6.21
THE SOURCE CODE 6.22 

MAkiNG CHOiCES AND 
STiCkiNG TO THEM

“The key to consistent style is 
making consistent choices.”
(Walvoord, 2018, p. 2)

Effective world-building that culminates in a property with 
a unique visual style is demonstrated by the DreamWorks 
animated film How to Train your Dragon (2010), and 
its sequels. Making early choices around which design 
principles to use, and how they are combined and 
prioritised is what Lighting Designer Dave Walvoord 
believes enabled DreamWorks to create a look that served 
‘the story and the vision of how it needs to be told’ 
(Walvoord 2018, p. 2). He believes, ‘the key to consistent 
style is making consistent choices.’ While the three films 
in this franchise all look different because of advances 
in technology across a decade of production, the design 
principles are consistent and unwavering. Exaggerated 
scale was one pillar that DreamWorks used when trying to 
evoke the child-like sense of wonder in their visuals. ‘Seen 

20

Fig. 20. Screenshot from How to Train Your Dragon (2010).

Fig. 21. Screenshot from How to Train Your Dragon 2 (2014).

Fig. 22. Screenshot from How to Train Your Dragon 3 (2019).
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through the eyes of a child,’ the world is ‘at a different scale 
than it is for adults,’ (p. 4) for example, ‘a doorknob is at 
eye level’. In the case of How to Train your Dragon, this 
disproportionate scale difference is a key design feature.

In terms of world-building, the method of developing a 
holistic set of world rules can often be very organic and 
not overly process-driven. However for stop-motion film-
makers Laika, everything must be physically constructed, 
and their work on Paranorman (2013) necessitated  an 
almost ‘God-like level of control’ (Alger, 2012, p. 30), over 
the design as a whole. One way in which they exerted this 
control over the finished piece was in the area of colour. 
A limited palette was particularly important in giving it 
a ‘consistent feel, an identifiable ‘look’ (p. 84). Making 
a limited series of colour selections early in the look-
development process of Paranorman, and being specific 
and deliberate about where certain colours were used was 
an important part of creating this distinctive film.

Another great example of the use of definitive and 
consistent design decisions is found in the sandbox-style 
game, No Man’s Sky (2016). Exploration is procedurally 
generated and unlimited, yet there is a cohesion within the 
visual style and takes inspiration from retro science fiction 
book covers and television. Artists Chris Foss, Moebius, 
John Harris and Ralph Mcquarrie made a huge impact on 
the visualisation of science fiction worlds. Project lead Sean 
Murray and Grant Duncan, artist for No Man’s Sky made 
an analysis of the distinguishing features of these artists’ 
work and developed several important visual markers 
which became core pillars of their game (Robinson, 2015). 
For example, the colour black is avoided entirely, allowing 
all dark areas to be tonal variants of the rich and vivid 
colours the world is known for. In order to stand out, 
and retain its own unique sense of aesthetic, Other World 
must take inspiration from these world-builders and the 
parameters and constraints of the design must be clearly 
defined.
 

Fig. 23.  Environment in No Man’s Sky (2016).



“....game designers...design the structures and contexts in which play 
takes place, indirectly shaping the actions of the players. We call the space 
of future action implied by a game design the space of possibility.” (Salen, 
Zimmerman, 2004, p. 79) 

Katie Salen, author of Rules of Play: Game Design 
Fundamentals (2004), sets out various concepts that are 
important to consider when creating meaningful gaming 
experiences, and these ideas influenced my selection of 
visual aesthetics for this project. The concept of the ‘Space 
of Possibility’ (p. 79), is of particular use to the area of 
environment/scenic design for Other World. It is my goal 
to create spaces that feel convincingly representative of 
compelling game architecture that create anticipation for 
the ‘possibilities’ of the space.

The look of the world must encourage the idea that one 
exists in a space where they can affect changes and play 
can be meaningful. When designing game environments, 
even if they exist physically, there always needs to be a 
consideration for how structures, shapes, colours and 
textures could be coordinated to give the impression to the 
viewer/player that the environment is configured this way 
for a reason.  John Sharp (Works of Game: On the Aesthetics 
of Games and Art, 2015) draws on the relationship between 

contemporary art and games, and uses the concept of 
affordances to begin thinking about the ways that both 
games and art are ‘conceptualised, created, experienced 
and evaluated’ (p. 4). Affordances are essentially the 
qualities something possesses to suggest its use, and what 
‘people expect’ (Sharp, 2015) of an object or environment. 
Experiential affordances are described as the anticipation 
of how one might experience the object, as well as the 
experience the object inspires. How we see the object, 
and the context in which we see it are very important. For 
example, in a game realm, how an ‘escape-path lighting’ 
style for stepping stones, suggests to the viewer that they 
should jump onto the successive stones to go somewhere 
new. The experiential affordance is enhanced by the 
distant vision of a shiny artifact at the top of the pathway 
– creating anticipation of a reward. Understanding how to 
create experiential anticipation in the design aesthetic and 
representation of the world is pivotal for the environmental 
design for Other World.

6.30
bUiLDiNG UPwARDS:
DESiGNiNG THE wORLD

6.31
A SPACE OF POSSibiLiTy
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Fig. 24. Aphotic Realm concept, by Ben Wootten, 2019



Historically, the aesthetics of video games were somewhat 
defined by the available computing power of the time. 
There was a need to avoid the complex and realistic 
procedurally generated landscapes and lighting we see 
today in games, because they were simply too difficult to 
produce. Andrew Hutchison, researcher for Making the 
Water Move: Techno-Historic limits in the Game Aesthetics 
of Myst and Doom (2008), suggests that ‘Doom did not 
have cartoon style characters due to a lack of imagination 
or technical skill on the part of the designers at id Software’ 
but was in fact beholden to ‘the enormous technical 
limitations of the early 1990s’ (Hutchison, 2008).
While game engines and graphics capabilities have 
improved exponentially over the intervening years, Myst, 
Doom, and many early large-scale video game worlds 
are associated with aesthetics, Hutchison explains, that 
demonstrated the requirement to reduce ‘the quality of the 
image...to almost  almost abstractly low level.’ 
Other World, in the theatrical narrative, is a game that is 
representative of a beloved IP that has existed over several 
iterations of technological progress, and this passage of 
time could be effectively demonstrated by elements of its 
aesthetic that were originally created from necessity, for 
example the simplification of shapes as they recede into 
the background. Sometimes game aesthetics are even less 
than a design decision based on limited options - they are 
a mistake. Author of Works of Game: On the Aesthetics of 
Games and Art (2015), John Sharp speaks specifically to 
the example of Julian Oliver’s ‘ioq3aPaint’ manipulating a 
‘bug in…‘Quake 3’...to create visual artifacts that blurred and 
almost smeared the 3Dd objects within the game engine, in 
the process creating near-abstract images’ (p. 24). Glitches 
and operational faults in the game from a visual perspective 
can have an important impact on the game landscape, 

and I want to exploit the potential of this in Other World, 
adding to the texture and realism of the game and creating 
an aesthetic that feels like it could have been an impressive 
technical achievement of its time, but also a retrospective 
work of art.

Design : Why We Love (or Hate) Everyday Things (2007), 
discusses the power in appealing to emotions in design. He 
identifies conditions which can create ‘positive affect’ in 
our emotional state, in particular; ‘warm, comfortably lit 
places, bright highly saturated hues...symmetrical objects, 
rounded, smooth objects…” etc. For negative affect, 
‘‘looming’ objects...darkness...sharp objects, harsh, abrupt 
sounds…’ (p. 29-30). The M.C. Escher- inspired visuals of 
Monument Valley (2014) epitomise the artistic resonance 
that video games can have today. The narrative is vague and 
metaphorical, with each level more focussed on enabling 
the player to feel the emotional strength of that particular 
stage of the journey, rather than crafting explicit linear 
story beats. This was intentional, as Ken Wong, Designer 
and Artist for the game, wanted to develop more of an 
‘emotional setting,’ ‘where your imagination is a strong 
force’ (Diver, 2014). He believes you don’t need exact 
knowledge of a backstory to understand the world and 
‘connect to it on a greater emotional level.’ Each frame of 
Monument Valley is carefully constructed with a strong 
command of colour and shape, particularly to highlight 
focal points or to add complexity to an otherwise simple 
landscape. Coloured tonal gradients are used to great effect, 
enabling a simple background to become an atmosphere, 
which is something the environments in Other World can 
also benefit from. 
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6.32
TECHNO-HiSTORiCAL 
iNFLUENCES

6.33
EMOTiONAL
RESONANCE

Where there is less reliance or emphasis placed on a 
specific narrative journey in a game, visuals can play a 
part in communicating the depth and emotion that a 
player needs to feel to be immersed in the world. In the 
absence of narrative altogether, a strong understanding 
of how and why emotions can be effected through design 
choices is critical. Donald Norman, author of Emotional 

Fig. 25. Screenshot from Myst (1993).

Fig. 26. Screenshot from Monument Valley (2014).



“So to create a really good 
character, you have to control all 
of the visual clues that people use 
to judge each other and establish 
a clear, unified message to make 
players interested in - and 
ultimately like - your character.” 
(Gard, 2000)

so it is important to exploit tropes as a shorthand to 
understanding our characters personality. Researchers in 
the field of evolutionary aesthetics have found that ‘humans 
respond positively to any aesthetic stimuli experienced as 
being conducive to survival and reproduction’ (Schwind et 
al., 2018, p. 46), meaning that child-like features can often 
be used to ‘create affinity,’ for a character. Larger head-to-
body ratio, large eyes and less angularity are traits we judge 
to be aesthetically attractive, because they ‘elicit protective 
instincts and feelings of care-taking’ (p. 46). 
When it comes to creating video game characters, in 
particular avoiding the uncanny valley is an important 
goal, particularly in light of technological progress in 
this industry, and stylisation is often cited as the key to 
achieving this. Gard argues that because games can never 
depict reality successfully, in order to have the ‘greatest 
impact, we have to caricature’ and ‘amplify the aspects 
we want players to focus on.’ Schwind, Wolf and Henze, 
authors of Avoiding the Uncanny Valley in Virtual Character 
Design (2018), affirm that overly realistic depictions of 

While the design pillars still apply to any and all facets of 
the game look, it was important to understand the specific 
needs of character and costume design, because relating 
to a character and its performance is a large part of the 
enjoyment derived from modern games. Toby Gard, creator 
of Lara Croft, and author of Building Character (2000), 
discusses the ‘powerful subconscious mechanisms,’ that 
we use to judge the visual appearance of the character, 
and therefore form an assumption about its intent. We 
use our ‘personal set of stereotypes,’ to judge visual cues, 

characters, particularly if they exhibit non-human features, 
can create this undesirable phenomenon. Using atypical 
features that might have benefits for the representation 
of the character; unnaturally large eyes, for example can 
have a negative impact unless there is reduced realism 
overall. Sometimes the goal, however, is to create an eerie, 
discomforting effect, used with success in the character 
of Golum, in Peter Jackson’s Lord of the Rings, where the 
discomfort created in the atypical realism ‘underlines the 
nature of the character’ (p. 48).

The way a character moves, and how that movement 
shows an awareness of its environment, is an ironclad way 
to achieve realism in a video game character, according 
to Gard. A believable character must have ‘some element 
about them that makes them especially suited to their 
world,’ and this could manifest in the way they move and 
react to that word. This awareness can have more success in 
achieving realism and believeability than appearance. 

6.40
POPULATiNG
THE wORLD

6.41
CONNECTiNG 
THROUGH CHARACTER
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Fig. 27.



Another feature that enables game characters to feel more 
authentic to the player is how their dress or costume is 
handled. Thomas Makryniotis (Fashion and Costume 
Design in Electronic Entertainment—Bridging the Gap 
between Character and Fashion Design, 2018) draws 
attention to the fact that costume has historically been an 
under-considered element in video game design. Game 
companies have not usually hired designers who specialise 
in costume and fabrication, even though this would likely 
‘raise production values’ of games, because they have an 
‘understanding of costume history, garment construction, 
and clothing psychology’ (Makryniotis, 2017, p. 111). 
Emmy winner Lyn Paolo has experience in designing 
garments for video games, and designed the clothing for 
Rockstar Games’, Grand Theft Auto 5 (2013). Paraphrased 
by Makryniotis, Paolo notes that ‘fit is not as important 
in games, and that things such as color and texture can be 
tweaked retrospectively’ (p. 111), meaning that garments 
can function as a second-skin without regard to whether 
they restrict movement or bunch in unseemly ways. Being 
able to create the design without reference to what can 
be achieved physically is a freeing prospect. In a sense, 
this freedom enables a designer to take liberties with 
costume and amplify the abstract or key shape language. 
Taylor (Living Digitally: Embodiment in Virtual Worlds. 
In R. Schroeder (Ed.), The Social Life of Avatars: Presence 
and Interaction in Shared Virtual Environments, 2002) 
describes this as ‘a cue to identity’ (p. 40–62) and Gard 
affirms its ability to ‘help symbolize the character’s essence’ 
(Gard, 2000). So while it is important to use costume 
to add a level of relatability to a game entity, it is also an 
opportunity to make a garment subject to aesthetic rules 
that may not be compatible with physical construction.
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6.42
THE iMPACT OF COSTUME

Fig. 28.

Fig. 29. Early concept sketches for the Vendor, by Ken 
Samonte, 2019. 



The theatrical discipline of puppetry can be the 
embodiment of abstraction, metaphor, expression and 
physicality, and the use of puppets in conveying the 
essence of an aesthetic is well documented. Julie Taymor 
speaks about the power of puppets to act as a gateway to 
theatricality itself, calling them, ‘ideographs, emblems 
either of character, state of mind, or emotion...they become 
archetypes, ideas’ (Schwartz et al. 1983, p. 115). Theatrical 
Puppet Designer, Bruce D. Schwartz has been writing 
scripts, making puppets, and performing since he was nine 
years old, and he mentions his desire to inhabit characters 
that he cannot become himself - limited to his human 
dimensions and abilities - and he meets ‘the audience...
in the abstract figure of the puppet’ (p. 106). The human 
performer can supersede his or her own limitations, and 
become something ‘other’ than what is humanly possible 
and transmit ‘precise visual meaning’ (Posner, Orenstein, & 
Bell, 2014, p. 4). In representing the IP of Other World  in a 
theatrical context, it becomes clear that this representative 
must transcend the physical confines of an actor on a stage, 
and become the embodiment of a digital creature. 

6.43
THE PUPPET AS AN 
AESTHETiC ARCHETyPE

“Puppets automatically distance 
you...You can focus on the essence 
of character or emotion.” 
(Schwartz, Skipitares, Taymor, & Jenner, 
1983, p. 115)

Fig. 30.
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6.50
THE THEORy OF THE THEATRE

“I want my imagination to be stimulated by what I see on stage...” 
( Jones, 2004, p. 3)

Fig. 31. Loew’s Kings Theatre - Blueprints for the Auditorium. Historic 
photographs and blueprints are from the archival collections of the 
Theatre Historical Society of America

Fig. 32. Performance of The Curious Incident of the Dog in the Night Time, photo 
courtesy of Brinkhoff/Moegenburg.



In a theatre, the spectator experience is defined by the 
parameters of the physical environment in question, despite 
the audience being able to choose their own point of 
particular focus. In contrast, when playing a video game, 
the player is able to choose both a location and a point 
of view that will enable the ideal experience of playing 
the game, and therefore the best possible outcome. The 
theatrical design has to account for factors that are, for the 
most part, beyond the control of the viewer. In particular, 
the distance from the stage, and angle to the stage. Angles 
from which the audience are situated relative to the stage 
are better known as the sightlines, which need to be 
considered on both the horizontal and vertical axes. In 
order for all spectators to see something at all times, it must 
be situated inside a sweet spot of sightlines and the exact 
size and shape of this area is theatre-specific.

The distance from the stage has an impact on the scale of 
the key features of the design. The design needs to retain a 
readability from the farthest distance from which it might 

6.51 
THE ExPERiENCE OF 
THE CONTENT

be viewed. Minute and intricate details will be unseen by 
a large portion of the audience, and any busyness in the 
texture, the shapes or the silhouette will be reduced to 
noise. The silhouette itself becomes a very important tool 
for distinguishing between a character or a landscape, 
because, where it has significant intent and strength, it is 
recognisable at a distance. Stage lighting has an impact on 
how content is experienced in a theatre, and its use must 
be calculated into a design. Colours, textural depth, make-
up and fabric choices should all be made with reference 
to the lighting conditions that will be present, and, if 
specialty embedded lighting is to be used, it is important to 
understand how it will work alongside the key stage lights.

Robert Edmund Jones (The Dramatic Imagination: 
Reflections and Speculations on the Art of the Theatre, 2004) 
calls for a non-literal approach to realising the scenic design 
for the theatre. He states, ‘there is no...reason for a room on 
stage to be an actual room...Everything that is actual must 
undergo a strange metamorphosis...before it can become 
truth in the theatre’ (p. 4). Theatrical design is inextricably 
intertwined with the abstract, and finding the abstract 
interpretation of a source material often requires stripping 
back external details to expose the underlying structure 
of the design. It is important to discover the intrinsic 
and defining features of the IP, and to realise them whilst 

retaining the freedom to create a piece of design that suits 
the stage environment. Julie Taymor frequently asked what 
the ‘minimal architecture’ (Greaux, 1998) was to create the 
impression of the source character or animal, while Michael 
Curry, Puppet Designer for The Lion King, mentioned that, 
‘the least information was always the best choice.’

When tasked with adapting a property, it is evidently 
possible to bore the audience with too much adherence 
to the known and expected source material. Julie Taymor 
describes her non-literal approach to adaptation, saying that 
people always make a mistake when they are producing, by 

6.52
METAMORPHOSiS AND METAPHOR:

“Because if theatre is going to survive, it has to do what it does best. What 
it does best is the non-literal...To compete, theatre must be more theatrical.” 
(Schwartz et al. 1983, p. 112)

Fig. 33.

Sightlines of the stage.
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thinking that you have to give the audience what they want. 
Rather, it’s important to take ‘people to a place they didn’t 
know they wanted to go...and, when they get there, it has to 
be a revelation’ (Stephens, 2015).  In its two-star review of 
Frozen, the musical, the New York Post said the industry had 
‘robbed Frozen of its heart and fun,’ by, among many things, 
having, ‘the plot follow...the film as closely as a stalker’ 
(Oleksinski, 2008). The transfer of design from a game/
film to a theatrical application is not altogether direct, and 
involves reinterpreting the material through an abstract 
lens.

The metaphor, or conceit, is often central to a theatrical 
experience.  It is a complex device used by playwrights 
to draw a comparison between two seemingly dissimilar 
things. Arthur Miller’s The Crucible (1953), for example 
creates an enlightened view of McCarthy-era anti-
communist politics in the light of the Salem Witch Trials. 
An extended and holistic form of symbolism, the use of 
the metaphor can add depth and communicate an agenda 
without blunt exposition. The metaphor does not have 
to be a narrative device and we very often find a visual 
form of metaphor in the design of a production. A potent 
visual metaphor is found in the set of Broadway darling, 
Hamilton (2015). Set Designer David Korins created 
a set that is essentially ‘wooden scaffolding wrapped 

around these double brick walls’ (Catlin, 2018), which 
was designed to tell ‘the story of the people who built the 
scaffolding from which the foundation of our country is 
built.’ The unfinished nature of the naked wooden beams 
is offset by the permanent, foundational quality of the 
brickwork. In the case of Other World, the audience needs 
to be convinced that what they are seeing on stage is a 
digital world; an elaborate combination of zeros and ones. 
This can be achieved through the use of an extended visual 
metaphor. Visual attributes associated with digital imagery 
such as pixelation, glitching or wireframes can be created 
in a physical way to assist in creating a parallel between two 
different dimensions.
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“Within the context of metaphor many explorations of what theatre does 
can be found. The constant conflict and dissonance caused by at once being 
metaphoric and mimetic enables theatre to profit from this shape-shifting, 
to at once be real and also spectacular.” (White, 2009, p. 163)

Fig. 34. The set from Hamilton, photo courtesy of David Korins, 2016

Fig. 35. Performance of Hadestown, featuring Persephone, whose character 
is used as an extended metaphor for the coming of Spring. Photograph by 
M. Murphy, 2019.



 Bloom (Gaming the Stage: Playable Media and the Rise of 
English Commercial Theater, 2018) notes that the recent 
developments in embodied gaming – and indeed full-body 
platforms as well as fully immersive platforms – have begun 
to blur the lines between performance and individual play. 
She draws historical connections between how theatrical 
plays were once experienced by the audience in the 16th 
and 17th centuries, and in fact, the name ‘Ludus,’ in 
Latin, referred to both a game and a play. Spectators were  
intertwined in the experience of the play, and felt involved 
in the narrative – though sometimes this was achieved 
solely by betting on the outcome – and the proverbial 
fourth-wall was commonly abandoned (Bloom, 2018, p. 

1). While Other World is a musical spectacular and has a 
traditional linear narrative that doesn’t call for audience 
participation, it is worth understanding the links between 
performing and gaming, and how the audience might 
feel like a player rather than merely a spectator.  It is this 
participatory nature that opens the door to an inclusive 
gaming environment, and therefore I have decided to 
present the designs for Other World, in an immersive VR 
environment, in which the ‘player’ can control from which 
angle and how close they want to view the scene. The 
choice in this instance does not alter the design itself, but 
alters the viewer’s perception of that environment and a 
moment of real-time shared space is created.

6.60
PRESENTiNG
THE wORLD

6.61
THE SPECTATOR 
bECOMES THE PLAyER

‘What do theatrical plays and 
games have in common, for their 
producers and their spectators? 
And what can we learn about 
gaming and about theater by 
uncovering the links between these 
media forms?’  (Bloom, 2018, p. 2)

Fig. 1Fig. 36. Fig. 37.
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7.0
  PROCESS  
 PRACTiCE  &

Fig. 38.



Due to the lack of formal published research in many 
relevant areas, the need for case studies has been a 
consistent feature for the development of this project. 
Creating case studies was important when choosing artistic 
influences for Other World, as it allows an exploration 
of the impact and importance of the examples, and their 
potential value to the project. In the theatrical medium, 
the experience of the piece is vital to creating a useful case 
study. Therefore a significant amount of empirical research 
was gathered by going to shows as well as noting how they 
were received by audiences and critics, and documenting 
their design details.

7.0

Several key pieces of art have served to inspire and 
generate ideas for this project, and early on an objective 
breakdown of their artistic components was created. 
This formal analysis becomes foundational for the design 
pillars that were established, and provided consistent 
grounding for any artistic expression that happened within 
these boundaries. In the case of this project, the formal 
analysis was focussed around the following observations in 
particular :

Palette – the use/absence/control of colour.
Form – the use of shape language, the relationship between 
shapes/bodies.
Lighting – the use of contrast, tone, shadow or lighting 
effects.
Composition – the positioning of elements and the 
organisation of space (both 2d and 3d)
Surface/texture – the outward layer or ‘skin’ of the 
elements.

While there are many observations that can be made under 
this method, those mentioned above are useful because 
none of these need be lost in a transition to a theatrical 
medium, such as ‘line’ for example. Knowing that the IP 
needed to become a theatrical show in its later form, there 
was a focus on areas thatcould be retained during the 
adaptation.     

Weta Workshop have been creating new worlds for film, 
television, games and location-based experiences for 
almost 30 years. Their design department have developed 
a consistent approach for building worlds and for ensuring 
that an iterative design work flow produces original and 
innovative visuals. 

7.10 CASE STUDiES 7.11 FORMAL ANALySiS 7.12 THE wETA METHOD   

Fig. 39.
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During the course of the design process for Other World, 
and whilst employing the Weta Method where appropriate, 
there was a reliance on a ‘reflection-in-action’ practioner 
style. This has been characterised as a continuous reflection 
on what one is creating, and in the process, ‘evolving their 
way of doing it’ (Cross, 1982). When creating, there were 
times to apply research-based theories and techniques, 
however the design process for this project more often 
made use of my personal experience as a designer, and the 
use of tacit recognitions, critical judgment and the learned 
skills of that experience. Reflecting on these during the 
design phases was important to gaining a more complete 
view of the work, and improving it where possible. 

While presenting the world in VR was considered in 
the first phases of the project, using VR as an embodied 
research method was a technique used in the design 
practice. In VR the body becomes an essential tool for 
the gaining of visual information and understanding of 
the work. Sculpting in a virtual plane requires a series 
of physical gestures to create 3-dimensional shapes and 
edit these shapes. Gravity Sketch was used as part of the 
character design process to explore shapes and silhouettes, 
as well as being understand the scale of the character 
relative to a player or audience member. 

My role on Other World has consistently been difficult to 
define. As an Art Director, I have at times directed a team 
of artists, as well as being an artist on a significant number 
of briefs. In addition to the designs I created myself, I was 
a contributor to most of the art of Other World, either 
by creating a compositional study that was completed by 
another artist, or by adding additional details or finishing 
touches to someone else’s otherwise successful design. 

7.13 REFLECTiON-iN-
ACTiON

7.14 EMbODiED 
RESEARCH

7.15 My ROLE

Fig. 40.
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Fig. 74.



Designing source material for an original piece of theatre 
may seem to some like going backwards, as though 
retroactively filling a void that shouldn’t have been there. 
However when faced with such ambitious scope, back-
filling the complex character-driven narrative with visual 
context was a vital task for a show with the odds already 
stacked against it. It is a story about an established, beloved 
game with a loyal fan-following, and creating credibility 
when this game is fictional, and novel to the audience, is 
something that a strong design language can assist with. 
Creating and applying this language had the ultimate 
impact of, at the very least, giving the theatrical design 
journey a starting position and an aspirational example to 
follow. 
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Creating the style guide and being the champion of this 
visual material was the full scope of my role on Other World 
as Art Director, and though I created a theatrical proof of 
concept for the translation of the guide, this was outside 
my purview on the live job itself. The traditional hierarchy 
gives each HOD autonomy over their interpretation of the 
source material, and the Director of Other World Adrienne 
Campbell-Holt, maintained close lines of communication 
with the designers and their associates. All the designers, 
feeding the style guide material through their own filters of 
theatrical design understanding and experience, were able to 
reference elements of the visual aesthetic I created. Having 
this consistent point of reference was an important addition 
to the normal design process for theatre, and while it did not 

change the designers’ individual methods or goals for their 
work, it could be seen as a common thread between their 
approaches. 

This was the first time as a designer that I have ventured into 
the world of live theatre, and focussing the bulk of my design 
journey on world-building, character and environment design 
for a video game made the most sense from the perspective 
of my previous experience. But because this project was never 
ultimately a game design deliverable, understanding how the 
needs of the theatre might influence my creative decisions was 
an important opportunity to adapt and grow as a designer.

Fig. 75.



In early March 2020, Other World was due to begin its first out-of-town run at Bucks County Playhouse, PA. On the eve of its inaugural 
performance to a paying audience, the decision was made to close the theatre to prevent further spread of Covid-19 in the local area. On 
March 12, all theatres in the Broadway district closed, and the New York Times reported that they will remain closed for the remainder of the 
year (Paulson, 2020). Even though theatre is considered ‘an industry of optimists’ (Lewis, 2020), its practitioners are beginning to concede that 
the impact of Covid-19 might be insurmountable, and Helen Lewis of the Atlantic asks, ‘when will we want to be in a room full of strangers 
again?’ The nature of social distancing means that the shared experience of a live performance is no longer an option for those seeking this 
brand of entertainment. Our understanding of what constitutes a shared experience might need to evolve, and this evolution could perhaps 
create a deeper divergence of technology and abstract performance. 

The technology required for an individual to be immersed in a pre-recorded or even live performance exists today, however the atmosphere 
derived from being in the physical presence of others is a difficult thing to replicate in VR. Platforms for VR engines are actively working on 
ways to share common experiences virtually, and concert performers are experimenting with how they can still perform for their fans while in 
lockdown themselves. Other World is in the arguably unique position in the theatre world of having a production that is inextricably linked 
with a digital reality. The show creators and producers are still considering ways in which this could be exploited in the post-Covid climate, 
and further integrating VR or AR in a social-distancing-friendly fashion is at the forefront of the discussion. Creating Other World the game 
has put this endeavour in a better position, because digital assets can be generated from the existing designs. 

While the future of theatre is uncertain, the future of the online gaming industry looks bright. As people stay in the seclusion of their own 
homes, MMO video games have become one of the few unchanged ways in which people can continue to engage with others. This engagement 
with strangers is a core device in the narrative of Other World, and it isn’t the only element of the show that is increasingly relevant. Music has 
always been an important part of a video game experience, but the genre of the Broadway-style musical is starting to find more of a home in 
games. At Pax Australia, 2019, Summerfall Studios announced they were making an ‘adventure’ musical video game called Chorus and Disney 
franchise Kingdom Hearts is going to release a music and rhythm based game later this year. 

Ironically, two media that had been largely separate, and even considered incompatible, might find a way forward together in a virtual and a 
socially separate world.
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